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ABSTRACT
With the government opening a new climate system and
changing the paradigm of the energy industry, ecofriendly fuel conversion, decentralized generation, and
energy efficiency are becoming a trend in the new energy
industry in the area of high carbon emissions in order to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. As a result, the
proportion of distributed generation power sources is
increasing, and microgrid, smartgrid, smartcity, and
prosumer are becoming key keywords in the electric
power industry.
In the case of the microgrid construction project in Korea,
researches on the operation and stable power supply of
the grid-Isolated and grid-connected microgrids on the
energy independent island have been continued, and the
area is gradually spreading to smart cities, campus, and
military bases.However, there is a lack of research to
construct multiple microgrid in one demonstration site
and to operate multiple microgrid efficiently. In addition,
there has been a lack of multiple microgrid construction
and demonstration cases for prosumer electricity trading,
which is a global issue in recent years.
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detected and an automatic recovery operation is
performed.All-in-One type system optimized for small
power generation capacity and small load capacity in
accordance with campus characteristics.

DESIGN OF MULTIPLE MICROGRID
Because the campus has various load patterns for each
building, it has optimal conditions for multiple microgrid
demonstration. In this study, four sites of office type,
education type, residential type, and power generation
type were selected as the target of microgrid construction
considering the load pattern of each building. If the load
patterns are similar between the individual microgrids,
the probability of a power trading condition between
microgrids is reduced because the peak times are the
same during the day. Therefore, buildings with different
load patterns were selected as microgrid building site
through load pattern analysis for each building. The
distributed power source for each site was constructed
considering the average load, peak load, load pattern, and
power system configuration of each site.

INTRODUCTION
This study describes the design and implementation of
multi-Microgrid-EMS system in Chonnam National
University campus. In addition, the optimal operating
method of multiple microgrid for power trading is
described. Because the campus has different load patterns
for each building, it has a good environment to
demonstrate multiple microgrid. A load group with
various load characteristics is selected in the campus, and
each load group is composed of a microgrid cell. The
constructed microgrid Cell performs optimum operation
for each system. It also acts as a prosumer to participate
in power trading.
The Microgrid-EMS, which is composed by each cell,
derives ESS schedule based on the power generation
forecast of the distributed power source and the result of
the load prediction, and participates in the electricity
trading in connection with the EP-Agent system. Power
trading determines the current grid operating conditions
based on the specific measuring points of the top feeder
without a physical connection between the device and the
grid. And it takes a virtual power trading form to
participate in power trading based on the application
result value.TheMicrogrid-EMS, which is built on
campus, carries out automated operation based on the
application even when there is no operator. When a
problem occurs in the system, an emergency situation is
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Fig. 1. Structure of Microgrid Cell

1) Office-Type MG
Chonnam National University G&R Hub building is a
typical office-type building. The power consumption
increases on weekdays from 09:00 on the weekdays, and
the usage decreases during lunchtime. Since then, power
usage has been rising again. This shows a pattern in
which the power consumption decreases from 18:00
onwards after the work time. On weekends, power usage
remains largely unchanged, without significant increases
or decreases. The maximum peak load is about 300kW
and consists of 500kW of ESS and distributed power
such as PV, LoadBank, and load controller.
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4) Power generation-Type MG
The power generation type MG is composed of PVs
distributed in various buildings rather than one building
in the form of one virtual microgrid. Generation type MG
acts as one VPP (Virtual Power Plant) and manages
distributed PV facilities. Including the existing installed
165kW PV, we installed 675kW PV in 5 new buildings.

Fig.2. Office-Type MG Configuration

2) Education-Type MG
Engineering Building No.6 is a dense building with
lecture rooms and laboratories, and shows a high power
consumption from morning to evening. Between 15:00
and 17:00, the power consumption is the highest, and the
maximum load shows a pattern of about 450kW. On
weekends, overall power usage is decreasing, but patterns
are similar to weekdays. Educational type MG consists of
250kW ESS, PV, electric car charger, etc.

Fig.3. Office-Type MG Configuration

3) Residential-Type MG
The residential type MG was built for dormitory
buildings where students live. During the semester,
morning and evening power consumption is high. There
is little difference in electricity between weekdays and
weekends. In general, the amount of power load (motor)
usage is large, and instantaneous power variation is large.
The maximum peak load is around 400kW, and 250kW
ESS is installed for demonstration of power trading and
PV is not installed.

Fig.4. Residential-Type MG Configuration
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Fig.5. Power generation-Type MG Configuration

IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTI MG-EMS
MG-EMS was designed and implemented with emphasis
on the construction of a small-scale Slim type MG-EMS
that is optimized for small power generation capacity and
small load capacity in accordance with campus
characteristics. It is an unmanned operating system that
can take an economic advantage by participating in the
power trading market, and can perform autonomous
operation by optimal algorithm even if there is no
operator through power generation, load prediction and
automated operation. Reliability of stable application
operation and prediction result is assured, reliability of
measured data is ensured through connection with
hardware such as PMS, BMS, PV, load controller and
MG-RTU which can measure data in seconds. In addition,
weather data such as weather code, temperature, and
humidity can be acquired and provided to applications
through API-based data linkage, which can lead to more
reliable application predicted values.

Fig.6. Design of Campus multi MG-EMS
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In addition, MG-EMS can minimize Construction costs
for prosumer customers with small distributed power
through the use of an open source database (PostgreSQL)
and simplified system architecture.
Another important point in the process of implementing
multiple MG-EMS is whether it can support the efficient
operation of the operator. Each MG-EMS was designed
and implemented in such a way as to minimize page
switching in order to simultaneously operate and manage
four multi-MG-EMSs installed in Chonnam National
University. Minimize unnecessary pages and implement
only essential functions on one page. Device control, app
operation management, and confirmation of power
trading information are arranged on the left side of the
screen, and the schematic diagram is arranged on the
right side of the main screen. The schematic diagram can
be switched to the real-time alarm/event window through
screen switching and the device-specific alarm/event
information can be checked on the schematic diagram.A
dashboard is displayed at the top of the screen to show
the overall operation status of the system, and the history
information, trend, and comprehensive information,
which are less frequently used, are composed of separate
menus. Therefore, convenience and efficiency are greatly
increased when operators operate multiple MG
simultaneously.

information, settlement result, and execution history, and
uses it as a basis for future settlement and penalty.

Fig.8. Main Screen of EP-Agent

OPTIMAL OPERATION OF MULTI MG-EMS
In this study, various studies were conducted to optimize
multi-MG-EMS on campus using ESS. ESS is one of the
essential components of the microgrid, and efficient
utilization of ESS can contribute to power peak
management, as well as reducing power charges and
contract power overhead.The multiple microgrid derives
optimized ESS scheduling value based on load forecast
and photovoltaic forecast, and performs automatic
operation in the derived schedule value form. Contract
power, TOU rate, ESS life cost, etc. are taken into
consideration, and the accurate scheduling prediction
value is derived as the error of the predicted value is
smaller. When an emergency situation occurs during the
scheduling operation, the MG-EMS determines the
emergency situation by the EMC(Emergency Control)
application program and performs self-recovery
accordingto the emergency situation.

1) PV Generation Forecasting
Fig.7. Main Screen of Office-Type MG-EMS
Each MG-EMS is linked to the EP-Agent system to
exchange data related to electricity trading such as ESS
charge/discharge schedule and transaction execution
information. The power trading performed between the
MGs is performed based on the link point measurement
information synchronized with the virtual power trading
without the direct connection of the topology. The EPAgent system is a relay system that supports P2P
transactions between MGs and performs functions such
as contracting for P2P transactions, imposing a penalty
for settlement. It supports the calculation of efficient
power trading by managing information for power
trading such as power generation plan, transaction
execution, transaction settlement, profit information
provided by multiple MG-EMS and EPMI. It also
manages historical information such as transaction
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The photovoltaic forecasting application predicts the
hourly output(kWh) of sunlight. Forecast the solar power
output using weather forecast, observation weather, and
actual PV output data measured by the inverter. Calculate
the solar power output using the appropriate forecasting
method according to the data collection requirement.

Fig.9. PV Forecasting Application

2) Load Forecasting
The load forecasting application predicts the power
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usage(kWh) per hour of load. Estimate load using past
load data and ARIMA model. To improve the prediction
accuracy, we use the weighted average of the predicted
load values for 12 hours including the current predicted
values.

Fig.12. EMC Application
Fig.10. Load Forecasting Application

3) ESS Scheduling
ESS scheduling application predicts the optimal
scheduling value of 24 hours based on mixed integer
programming(MILP) considering kWh and kW charge,
battery life cost by charging and discharging. The
scheduling and control are performed considering the
load and PV power generation prediction error value. The
scheduling is performed considering the probabilistic
distribution of the prediction error considering that the
cost is greatly increased due to the prediction error in
peak load. In addition, the Rolling-horizon method is
applied to update the schedule every time considering the
latest power system information.

CASE STUDY
Based on the optimized scheduling of ESS, we conducted
long-term demonstration operation of multiple microgrid
from 20:00 on November 14th for about 2 weeks. An
empirical test was conducted on office, educational, and
residential microgrid with ESS facilities.The ESS
optimization scheduling value is derived 24 hours per
hour on the basis of load prediction and PV generation
predicted values. MG-EMS performs ESS charge /
discharge autonomous control every hour on the basis of
ESS charge / discharge prediction result. If an emergency
occurs during operation, the EMC application will
recognize the emergency and perform an autonomous
recovery.Periodic storage of historical data was
performed to verify the stability and efficient operation of
multiple MG-EMS and application programs. The
problem situation that can occur by performing the
verification test is defined in advance by MG-EMS,
application program, field device and OS, and the level is
separated according to the severity. When the problem
situation occurred, the test was performed according to
the level-specific processing condition.

Fig.11. ESS Scheduling Application

4) Emergency Control (EMC)
The EMC application recognizes emergency situations
that may occur during operation of the microgrid and
performs emergency autonomous control.It identifies the
occurrence of faults such as internal faults, device
malfunctions, external faults, internal communication
faults, external communication faults. It recognizes,
judges and measures emergency situations based on
alarm data and measurement data that occur nonsequential such as low voltage and overcurrent. Fuzzybased error data filtering is performed to improve the
accuracy of emergency situation identification. In case of
error data that is not related to the emergency situation,
the fuzzy logic is applied to process the error data by
judging similar to the actual operator.
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(a) Load and PV forecasting result of Office-Type
MG
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CONCLUSION

(b) ESS Scheduling result of Office-Type MG

In this paper, the design and system implementation of
multiple microgrid in Chonnam National University is
described. In addition, we focused on the study and
demonstration of optimal operation of microgrid by
optimizing scheduling operation of multiple microgrid
based on ESS facility and autonomous restoration in
emergency situation. Multiple microgrids built on
campus were constructed considering the P2P power
trading between MGs and various empirical studies on
electric power trading are being conducted in connection
with the EP-Agent system.
In summary, we verified the effectiveness of optimization
scheduling between individual microgrids based on ESS.
Ultimately, we intend to maximize the efficiency of
individual microgrid operation through power trading
between multi microgrids linked with EP-Agent System
during the remaining research period.
This research was conducted jointly with Chonnam
National University under the support of KEPCO
Electric Power Research Institute.
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Figure 13-(a) is a graph showing PV forecasts and load
forecasts for two weeks of office-type MG, and 13-(b)
shows the ESS scheduling values derived from the
predicted results. The MG-EMS shows the history of
performing the hourly charge / discharge autonomous
control based on the ESS scheduling value. Figure 13-(c)
shows the change of the SOC state of the ESS by the
charge / discharge control every hour. Figure 13-(d)
shows the result of calculating the cumulative cost gain
obtained through the ESS optimal scheduling operation.
This result is calculated by the ESS Scheduling
application considering the kWh fee, the contract power
over cost, and the ESS lifetime cost of the microgrid, and
it can be confirmed that the microgrid operation saved
about $ 1000 or more over about 2 weeks.
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